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Eastchester High School 2023 Careers
and Business Night

On November 2 of this year, Eastchester High School’s FBLA chapter hosted its annual Careers and
Business Night. The Careers and Business Night is an event which has accrued a sizable amount of
popularity across demographics from all grade levels due to its unique insights into the wider world.
The event centers around recruiting individuals who are well versed in a particular sector of the
business world, and having them speak about the nature of their careers and any relevant
competences for their field. Through the utilization of networking efforts from both students and
faculty alike, over 40 different professionals were assembled in the middle school gymnasium, and
was available for any individual who expressed an interest in attending.

Pictured: Russel Stram (left), a New York entrepreneur, discussing his acupuncture business with Sal
Conte, an Eastchester business student (right).

From the roster of guests, a diverse array of careers, both common and uncommon, were present to
become educated on. More popular careers directly dealing with traditional business, such as
marketing, human resources, and accounting saw representation. Although these speakers
originated from very different backgrounds with organizations of different scales and general
structures and values, providing specific information for how to apply the skills and experience of
these divisions depending on a person’s employment circumstances. However, the Careers and
Business Night also obtained several professionals who were from adjacent industries that are not as
regularly considered. These included careers in intermediary companies such as mortgage
originators and technology adoption ambassadors, legal offices operating under both civil and
corporate law, and even an official from the U.S. Department of Commerce. Additionally, the event
was instigated with a short presentation by guest speaker Paul Baessler, the former C.C.O. of Trading
Operations Q.ai, in regards to how artificial intelligence has grown more prominent in his industry
and how it may affect others in the coming years. Baessler’s speech served to establish new
parameters by which student attendants to contextualize the careers they were to learn of, and
prepare them for the concept of a rapidly changing corporate climate.





District 3S Welcome Back and Updates
Letter

Dear District 3S FBLA Members,

I hope this letter finds you well. As we navigate through the school year, I am delighted to
bring you updates and highlights from our recent and successful Future District Meeting
(FDM), which was a true testament to the dedication and enthusiasm of our FBLA
community.

The FDM, hosted recently, was an extraordinary event that brought together bright minds
and aspiring business leaders. The workshops, led by industry experts, provided invaluable
insights into business strategy, public speaking, networking, and financial literacy. The
engagement and participation we witnessed were inspiring, reflecting the commitment of
our members to learn and grow.

One of the most exciting outcomes of the FDM was the selection of our District officers. I am
proud to announce that four positions out of the six have been filled by Eastchester
members: Nomuun Undrakh as Treasurer, Kaya Nolan as Reporter, Ariella Syla as Event
Planner, and Cindy Cabrera as Social Media representative. Additionally, Mamaroneck will
be represented by Catherine D'Arcy as Historian and Laura Cordova as Secretary.
Congratulations to all the selected officers! Your leadership will undoubtedly contribute to
the success in NYS FBLA.

Looking ahead, I want to draw your attention to an excellent opportunity for personal and
professional growth—the opening of State Council applications. These applications are now
available online at nysfbla.org. I strongly encourage each of you to consider applying.
Serving on the State Council not only enhances your leadership skills but also adds
significant value to your FBLA resume. 

Lastly, mark your calendars for the upcoming Spring District Meeting (SDM). Your active
participation is crucial, and I anticipate another eventful and enriching gathering. Let's
continue to make District 3S a vibrant and thriving community of aspiring business leaders.

Thank you for your dedication, and I am eager to see the outstanding accomplishments we
will achieve together in the coming months.

Warmest regards,

Maxwell Robinson
State Vice President, District 3S


